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Xulon Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 114 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x 0.7in.Have you ever
wondered if a phrase was really in the Bible There are many quotations in common use that are
incorrectly attributed to the Bible. This book will help you determine what is true and what is not
true about many of those questions. Apples and Angels reflects years of seeking the truth in Bible
study. One might say it is an engineers approach to the Bible. Just the facts. Watch out for
misunderstandings and assumptions. Dont let shoddy thinking impact the pure truth. Unless you
are a long-time Bible scholar, you will certainly learn something from this book. It is packed with
information and illustrations. It is easy to read, but the thoughts are challenging. As you use this
book in your small-group Bible studies and personal devotions, you may find yourself returning to
the Scriptures to see for yourself what is really there. Rev. Jim Whitaker is a retired bi-vocational
minister. After getting a degree in Electrical Engineering from Virginia Tech and a Master of Divinity
from Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary, Jim worked in a variety of engineering and
ministry jobs in North Carolina and...
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Good electronic book and valuable one. It generally is not going to charge an excessive amount of. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this ebook through which really transformed me, change the way i think.
-- Mr . Dom enic Eichm a nn-- Mr . Dom enic Eichm a nn

An extremely awesome pdf with lucid and perfect reasons. I was able to comprehended everything using this published e pdf. You can expect to like how
the blogger compose this pdf.
-- Miss Peg g ie Sa nfor d I-- Miss Peg g ie Sa nfor d I
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